ROUTE: CHUR - ST MORITZ - TIRANO - LUGANO

Cross the Alps from North to South (or vice-versa) in style!
The Bernina Express offers breath-taking views from first and standard class panorama cars. Ride through switch-back tunnels, along rushing mountain streams, glaciers and even an alpine garden. Technical buffs will enjoy knowing that the train climbs up to the 2253m high Bernina Pass without the help of a rack-and-pinion mechanism. The entire trip is narrated. In summer, an optional bus connects Tirano (Italy) to Lugano.

Reservations are compulsory & can be made up to 90 days in advance of travel date.

GENERAL INFORMATION

FEATURES
- On board commentary
- Panoramic windows in both 1st & 2nd Class
- Food & drink for purchase

SCENIC HIGHLIGHTS
- The journey travels along rushing mountain streams, glaciers and an alpine garden.
- The train climbs up the 7400 foot high Bernina Pass.

RESERVATIONS
Note: The Bernina Express runs daily in summer. During winter, only the train journey to/from Tirano is operated.
- Seat reservations are compulsory for both the train and bus.
- Seat reservations can only be made up to 90 days from date of travel.

EXTRA INFORMATION

PASSES COVERING THE BERNINA EXPRESS (seat reservation fees are an additional charge)
The following passes require compulsory seat reservations and cover the entire journey on the Bernina Express:
- Swiss Travel Pass (Consecutive)
- Swiss Travel Pass Flex
- Eurail Global Consecutive Pass
- Eurail Global Flexi Pass

Sector tickets plus the compulsory seat reservation are also valid on the Bernina Express.

CONDITIONS
• Seat reservation fees are non-refundable and non-changeable.

REFUNDS

• Reservation fees are non-refundable.
• Reservation tickets cannot be refunded or re-issued if lost or stolen.
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